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Reality doesn't impress me. I only believe in intoxication, in 
ecstasy, and when ordinary life shackles me, 

 I escape, one way or another. No more walls. 

—Anaïs Nin



THE JEALOUSY SUNSET

CHAPTER 1.
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SUNLIGHT'S MOUTHPIECE HOLLERING

I serve the paths of your body and the tired 
navigator of your heart.

I am no one worth ruining until I am 
made valuable by your love. Now ruin me.

Scream until the past
lurches from your bellybutton, where you were cut from the sky.

Try and frighten me with the horrors hiding
inside your hazel wells.

I’m not one season. I’m every season at once
and staying in my proud clatter and caterwaul.

The color of the light coming in 
wanders and becomes me—

the good me that is next to you, that comes 
after the gutted one, the true me that can’t take it anymore.

We are a story of rivers, proud and alone,
breaking loose after winter,
pouring into another sea.
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MORE

We kissed so hard
I could see how she was going to die.

We screwed so hot, lost and wild;
the rabbits outside felt their first-ever recorded dose 
of Catholic shame. 

We kissed, hollered and moaned such a song that parrots and songbirds 
quit the crooning biz and turned to learning the most difficult modes 
of masturbation using only the feathers.

Let’s go home and get gross.

She is a mansion dropped in a swamp;
we sweat everywhere and slide off everything solid.

Her long hair, black waterfalls freezing above 
two clear pools.

I run my fingers over her teeth,
looking for metal, searching for losses.

I thrust too hard,
through the sheets, through her ghost, 
past the mattress, onto the hardwood floor.

What am I doing down here?
What are all of these other men doing down here? 
Hey. Hey. Soooo.

I get back into the sack and bite her collarbone, 
a snap releases marrow, judgy parrots and daylight. 

She commands me to dine.
Two soft cinnamon soaked pear slices pressed together. 

She arches—a bridge to luxuria.

Plumes of exhilarated sass streak over the sheets.

Tar pit eyes, your kiss
is thick.

Comforter rapture. Exhaust me like grammar.

Obscenity exciter.

I am a vigilante with a dumb pie-frosting gun. Balsamic seduction.

Snake coil rattle tongue symphony—song all over me.

Unison torque and lava wash.

Scream the roof off.
Pleasure bellow, hollow yellow. The sweet vowels you holler.

I can spell again.

Nipples reaching like smart kids,
your thighs muff-muff the world around me.

Cum all over my skull like a tight migraine.

I enjoy her calls for God 
because he should see how well we have finally learned
to undo his jealousy and sadness.

When I kiss into the apples of her shoulders, 
she feels the pleasure
of all Gods
leaving us alone 
in the garden 
for good. 

The morning of her thighs scarf around my face.
I drown, rise and become her, like cream in coffee.

In this rest, her limbs drape across me, holding a ragged shark diver’s cage.

My secret licks the insides of her mouth. Applesauce. I always 
want the most lost version of you.
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The lake looks like a limo window. I tongue the sunlight 
on her back. She asks me to bite her shoulder
because she missed my bones. 
Desire: an ache as great, as crystal deep 
as Crater Lake.

I fade
into a mouthful of hard light 
stolen from the warm buffet line 
of her spine.

Full. 

She is screaming for the sap to crack from the foot of the Redwoods.
We fuck like everlasting August.

She screams the American scream— 
More. More. MORE.

YOU MAY NOT MAKE IT OUT OF HERE OLD

They cried out for your sadness
like it was a celebrity.

Bring us more.
So you dug the mine deeper.

They told you your sorrow was
heroic, so you believed the awards.

I missed you 
and shouldn’t have told you.

Your closet, full of costumes.
Your belly, too full to fit laughter.

What’s better than beauty
and sadness?

How scary that it almost made you happy
and you almost gave in.

You have read the same kind of book
over and over, grief zealot, reinforcing the easy theme.

You believe the news
that these are the most troubling times, your times,

but they’re not.
They’re just the most revealing.

Come back
and say everything like you know it’s true

instead of the perfection
of wavering, quivering, nervous and wondering.
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You may not make it out of here
old.

Geraniums
closing at night in unison.

HONEY, THE HOWLER NEXT DOOR  
AND THE WEIRDO MAY NEED OUR SKILSAW

The writer and the howler have rhythmed us awake.
I guess there’s more than one way to be born again.

We sigh, That used to be us. Yelling the ghosts out of each other.
Someday they will learn that sleep is a better magic.

My ex used to call my dick her ouchstick.
That kept us together three extra years. New love eats in bed. 

Electronics to dream on.

I wonder if the howler is trying to poison us to the name Derrick!
She keeps yelling it likes she’s afraid she will forget it.

They may also be trying to take the bed apart without tools.
People don’t have enough tools. Did a breeze just come in?  

Are the doors breaking open?
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TWILIGHT TEAMWORK

There are two baseball bats 
next to the bed
so when the night men 
come for us
we can fight 
together

or die in the relief 
and joy of knowing 
we spent years fighting 
each other

so that someday
we could fight and lose
together.

MOP DUETS

Our Harley roars along the surf highway

and you are there,
curls of hair
thrashing in the salted daylight
on the back of the bike.

Your mall bra wanting 
to burst into confetti and set the girls free.

Sun through our lips. Hands tight and fearless on my denim hips.

It is strange to know you are in a memory
while it’s happening.

A roadside beer, a pop-top kiss so deep it comes again.
A hotel bed knocking on the walls,
looking for its lost children.

You have lived so long in the deserted island of your job,
your eyelids the color of
bar light. The pre-shift mop dancing is such a loyal partner.

It’s good.
The friends are good at this elevation. It's not the best.

Your hair—blue soon, then blonde, then brown, then tomorrowland—
reveals how bad you want to change it all, but the money. . . .

A motorcycle buzzes by as you close it all down,
your hands gripping the mop handle.

Your pastel mouth, smiling a kind of safety, a kind of love and tango
that cannot be drowned out
by the aching, rumbling sea
that will never stop chasing you.
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SUNDAY

Someday I’m gonna break your heart. 
Sunday I’m gonna break your heart.

You will not want to know why.
You will only want me to know the pain. 
I don’t think I can.
I donated all my empathy to the 82nd Airborne.

I’ll want you to know how it felt waiting for you to change 
until I changed and could no longer under-love you.

I pulled the trigger.

I’ll find your face on a button one year later.
You as a fifth grader, longing
for friends in your huge glasses. God.

There it is.

I SARI WA

It will continue indefinitely. 

My dear, even 
in your absence,
we will not be able to end.

We are not all. 

We are 
  sufficient.


